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Final day of Part 1

- Our discussions on identification in the potential outcomesframework have had several simplifying assumptions, which wewill relax today.
- Binary scalar treatment- Single time period (e.g. one treatment within the person)- SUTVA – Stable Unit Treatment Value Assignment
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Extending PO into multi-valued treatments
- For simplicities’ sake, we have focused on binarytreatments so far. What if it’s not?
- Let’s start with a discrete, multi-valued treatmentto start: Di ∈ {0,1, . . . ,d}. You can rescale, etc.How should we consider the effects from thistreatment?

- This is straightforward! And all we need is thestrong ignorability condition (the second term ofSI is slightly more convoluted but intuitive)
- What if we have covariates? Or if we do linearregression here?
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τi (d ,d
′) = Yi (d)− Yi (d
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Extending PO into multi-valued treatments - covariates andregression
- Recall that our different approaches imputecounterfactuals. If we run a regression of

Yi = τDi + γXi + ϵi ,

we’re asserting two things:
1. A linear approximation to the conditional expectation2. A linear relationship between Yi and Di !When might we do that?

- The choice of approximating the effect of D on Y with aparticular functional form can come from many places:
1. Data limitations: a linear model will be more accuratelyestimated (subject to the caveat that the functional form isright!)2. External validity: You may want to consider values of d thatare not in the treatment set 4 / 24



Extending PO into multi-valued treatments - covariates andregression
- Let’s make this concrete.Consider the followingsimulated data, where theeffect is linear (just simulatedsuch that E(τi(d ,d ′) = d ′ − d ).(strict ignorability holds)

- Imposing model helps a lotcompared to non-parametricform
- But what do we do once westart thinking about controls?- But if we’re wrong about themodel?
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Extending PO into multi-valued treatments
- This is all a relatively familiar problem in econometrics

- Substantial structural work testing different parametric forms- Non-parametric work dominates parametric work in terms of“reducing assumptions” but is extremely data hungry- Once the dimension of any control variables is high, restrictionson the models will be necessary, especially with multivaluedtreatments
- We’ll discuss some of these estimation issues later, but keyissue today is thinking about identification

- Non-parametric version was feasible because strong ignorabilityand SUTVA across individuals
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Extending PO into multi-valued treatments - multiple treatments
- Important note so far: D was an orderedmultivalued treatment.
- What if now, Di ∈ {0,1}2 – two binarytreatments (you could encode this as amultivalued treatment, and then the ordering islikely meaningless)
- How should we model this? The most natural wayis Yi(Di1,Di2) – each treatment flexibly affectingthe outcome

Yi(Di) D1i = 0 D1i = 1

D2i = 0 Yi(0,0) Yi(1,0)
D2i = 1 Yi(0,1) Yi(1,1)- What is our estimand now?

- Let τ(d,d′) =
E(Yi(d1,d2)− Yi(d ′

1,d
′
2))- So many choices! What is themost relevant estimand? Whatexploits the most amount ofdata?

- Most important: what is
identifiable?
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Extending PO into multi-valued treatments - multiple treatments
- When there are multiple (unordered) treatments,it is important to have clarity on what yourestimand is
- Consider a case where you have K teachers thatyou can assign in a classroom

- What is the relevant treatment estimand?- What would you want to report?

- We will discuss in linear regression issues that canarise with these settings if you are not careful(see Goldsmith-Pinkham, Hull and Kolesár (2022)for a discussion)
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Intuition building with multi-valued treatments
- What is an example of τ(d,d′) that would not beidentifiable, even if d is randomly assigned?

- What if D2i is only given at times when D1i is given?
- Then, it’s never possible to identify the effect relative to

Yi (0,1)- What does that imply about our other potential estimands?- E.g. if we just looked at the marginal estimands, where wewere estimating the effect of one treatment,
E(Yi (1,Di2)− Yi (0,Di2)) – this would integrate over jointdistribution of treatments

- In this example, D2 is no longer conditionally ignorable –the vector itself could be, but not individual components
- In most simple cases with multiple treatments, you’drandomize along multiple arms, and this problem is avoided
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CONSORT diagram
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Now, the SUTVA hits the fan
- In the discussion so far, the “interference” betweentreatments just comes from having multiple treatments toworry about
- What if treatments spill across units?
- Recall SUTVA: the potential outcomes of a unit do not varywith the treatment of other units
- When could this be violated?

- So many places

- Why does this create an issue? Recall our discussionregarding marginal estimands – even with randomassignment, our estimates of an effect will becontaminated by others’ treatment status

D2 Y1

Y2D1
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An overview of the types of issues caused by SUTVA not holding
- This type of problem is generally referred to as“interference.”

- It is challenging in a number of ways – for identification,estimation and inference- Today we’ll focus on identification
- Want to touch on three versions of this problem:

1. Social interactons and peer effects2. Spatial spillovers3. Economic interactions – budget constraints, etc.
- All these problems are versions of violation of SUTVA

- With a clean, well-identified experiment, many of thesesettings still work- However, to get the estimands we’re interested in, we mayhave to substantially modify our traditional estimators ormake strong assumptions
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Networks
- Historical context: Manski (1993)

- Paper focused on a linear-in-meansstructural equation
Y = βE(Y |g)︸ ︷︷ ︸

endogeneous
+ γ1E(X |g)︸ ︷︷ ︸exogeneous

+γ2X

+ γ3g︸︷︷︸
contextual

+u

- Peers were not well-defined but usuallygroups like classrooms, clubs, etc.
- This is a structural model. RF:

Y = γ1/(1 − β)E(X |g) + (γ2/(1 − β))X
+ (γ3/(1 − β))g + ũ
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Large literature built off of this
- Manski (1993) spawned a huge literature, a lot of which focused on thelinear-in-means model.- There’s a literature that microfounds why you might use it
- An inherent issue, in my view, is that many empirical papers jumped to thisconstruction immediately. They did not have a structural interpretation in mind, butused this setting as a way to test for effects.
- An innovation in this space was to start using network data to define the groupstructure- One key paper that moved to network version: Bramoullé et al. (2009)- Reframe Manski Linear-in-means model to

Y = βAY + γ1AX + γ2X + ϵi ,

= (I − βA)−1γ1AX + (I − βA)−1γ2X + (I − βA)−1ϵi

where A is an n × n matrix of individuals’ connections. Again, structural, but now richerinteractions
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Design-based approach to peer effects
- Taking the point of view of evaluation, or design-baesd inference, setting up theempirical model in this way is somewhat confusing
- Instead, useful to think about the general form of social interactions that are identifiedin a potential outcomes framework
- Given n individuals, for person i , how much interference can we allow? What types?

Yi(D1,D2, . . . ,Dn)

is far more extreme than
Yi(Di ,ADn).

- This is a very active literature
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Networks
- There is no “one solution” in this setting
- Certain restrictions need to be made toidentify some estimands
- Manski (2013) is a very nice discussionof this in a very high-level way

- Warning: this paper can make you feeloverwhelmed- It is fine to make restrictiveassumptions to identify effects!
- Key point to identify in this literature –are you attempting to estimate the

spillover effect, or are you attempting toidentify individual ATE in the presenceof spillovers? 16 / 24



Two papers in this space - Aronow and Samii (2017)
- Aronow and Samii (2017) provide a framework for thinking about estimation andidentification under general forms of interference
- A&S use design-based inference, and consider the following generalized mapping.- For any generalized vector of interventions, Dn, there’s an experimental design whichassigns probabilities over this (this is familiar!)- There is then an exposure mapping f (Dn, θi ) from these vectors to a treatment, whichincludes traits of an indiviudal, θi (e.g. their network location) and the treatment vector,and maps it to an exposure outcome.
- This exposure mapping does two things:- Makes restrictions on types of interactions (e.g. who can affect you and what type ofeffect it is)- To make this concrete – is it the sum of your connected individuals in your network? Anyexposure at all? Does it matter who in your network exposes you?- Maps the experimental design to a propensity score of the exposure treatment
- This allows the use of IPW estimators, which are unbiased (but variance of estimatoris conservative)
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Two papers in this space - Athey, Eckles, and Imbens (2018)

- This is a paper about null hypothesis tests under networks
- Key feature that this paper adds: testing specific types of analysis by creating“artificial” experiments
- This approach is less conservative, but more focused on testing
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My views on social interactions summed up
- Already very hard to do researchconsidering spillovers
- Make sure to not ignore the difficultidentification challenges andassumptions that you’ll need to make
- If you need a model, that’s great!
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Spatial analysis
- Unsurprisingly, geographic proximity
- Spatial literature has sat in the same literature as socialinteractions

- Distance on a network graph can be viewed as a similardistance metric to geographic (or economic) distance
- Similar A matrix, and consequentially similar structuralmodels are propose
- The Aronow and Samii setting allows for this as well –nothing deeply different here relative to networks, exceptthat distance is potentially more continuous / complex
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Economic spillovers, budget constraints, and GE
- Consider the following simple experiment – I give one halfof people in the economy checks for $2000 dollars.

- I then study the impact of these checks on theirconsumption- Why might the effects be different than if I had run thisexperiment on a small share of individuals?
- The economic spillovers coming through budgetconstraints are hugely important, but also deeplychallenging

- This class is not the best place for them- Instead, I will briefly touch on two examples that try to dealwith this
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Example 1: Chodorow-Reich (2019)
- Use cross-region incidence of fiscalstimulus to identify multipliers on localemployment
- How can we use this to inform what wecare about, e.g. a large national stimulus?

- Aside: how could we term what thedifferent estimands are?- E(Y (1)− Y (0)) is not quite right forregional effect, but estimand of interestis clearly
E(YUS(1, . . . ,1)− YUS(0, . . . ,0))

- Using economic theory, make the casethat cross-region evidence bounds theestimand of interest from below.
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Example 2: Sraer & Thesmar (2020)
- Use cross-firm experiment to influencethe allocation of credit
- Some firms got lots more credit! Somedid not
- How to aggregate up this affect? E.g. thepolicy effect is estimated by differencingthe impact of the change on those whowere more directly exposed vs. not –however, this doesn’t tell us about theaggregate impact on the economy
- The paper argues, using economictheory, that these issues can be safelyignored under certain assumptions
- Back to a version of SUTVA!
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Final thought: Dynamics
- How to think about treatmentsstaggered in time? E.g.

Yi = (Yi1, . . . ,YiT )- What is the potential outcome?
Yit (Dit )? Yit (Dit ,Dit−1)?

- We have a vector of outcomes over time– what effects can we identifytreatments on? What restrictions do weneed to make?
- Consider the mRNA Covid Vaccine trials– what assumptions do we need toidentify the effect of just one dose?
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